
Reason or reasons for the self-exclusion (voluntary information): 

Remarks:

 I do not wish to receive the notification of the registration of the exclusion by post but would prefer to collect it personally from the 
   reception desk at the casino within 14 days.  

The direct way to get advice: Evangelische Gesellschaft Stuttgart e.V. (eva) | Specialised body for gambling 
Büchsenstraße 34-36, 70174 Stuttgart | Hotline +49 180/577 43 53 (14 Cent /Minute) | spielerberatung@eva-stuttgart.de | www.eva-stuttgart.de

Personal identification details

Type of identity:                  Identity number:                  Place of issue: 

In addition to the legal authorization, I expressly consent to the collection, storage and processing of my personal data (surname, first name, 
address, date of birth, place of birth, photographs) and forwarding to those involved in the comprehensive exclusion system for the purpose of 
enforcing the ban.

Place, date, signature

I have read and taken note of the above printed information on self-exclusion and hereby apply for self-exclusion.

Place, date, signature

According to German law “Gem. § 8 paragraph 2 GlüStV 2012”, the casino takes responsibility for excluding the player who has applied for self-exclusion.

The application for self-exclusion must be submitted personally or in writing to a gambling organizer or also to a broker of public gambling. The person also 
needs to provide proof of identity. 

During the period of player exclusion, blocked persons may not participate in bets and lotteries with special risk potential as well as in the gaming 
operations of German casinos. (§§ 21 Abs. 5 und 22 Abs. 2, 20 Abs. 2 GlüStV 2012 - „Total exclusion system“). 
The gambling services of those involved in the nationwide blocking system are exclusively aimed at players who have not been banned. Offers from 
banned players for the conclusion of game contracts will be rejected. 

The player ban only becomes effective after the application has been processed by the requesting gaming provider or broker for the gaming areas offered 
by him by entering them in the central file of the comprehensive exclusion system. After 24 hours at the latest, the player ban will also take effect for the 
other parties involved in the comprehensive exclusion system by transferring the player ban to their respective ban file. 

The gaming operator processing the application shall immediately notify the applicant in writing of the suspension or the applicant may collect the confir-
mation of the suspension himself at the reception desk. The receipt of the notification is not a prerequisite for the block.

The ban will also be imposed even if no reasons are given in the application. The suspension of players is unlimited. The minimum blocking period is one year.  
Thereafter, at the request of the suspended person, the suspension may be removed if the reasons for the suspension no longer exist at that time and no 
other reasons for suspension exist (GlüStV 2012).  
The cessation of the reasons for the suspension of players must be proven by the blocked person with auditable documents, which are subject to 
our company‘s approval: Confirmation by a lawyer or tax advisor/auditor that the financial circumstances of the blocked person are in order and 
that participation in the games offered in the casinos can be permitted without financial danger for him and third parties and an expert opinion or a 
certificate from a competent body that a risk of gambling addiction no longer exists and that the blocked person is able to play a controlled game.

The lifting of the exclusion must be applied for in writing to the gaming operator who has imposed the ban using the form provided for this purpose.

The applicant is obliged to update the personal data deposited with the gaming operator if changes make it no longer possible to identify the applicant and 
to enforce the ban on players.

Information about Self-Exclusion 
(voluntary self-exclusion)
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BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERGISCHE SPIELBANKEN

CASINO BADEN-BADEN · CASINO KONSTANZ · SPIELBANK STUTTGART

Application for self-exclusion
to Baden-Württembergische Spielbanken GmbH & Co. KG

Surname:      First Name/s:     Alias name:

Place and date of birth:      Gender:      Nationality: 

Country / Zip Code / Place:      Street / House number:
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